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About Me
First: Thank you Joy for proxying for me today–I am currently taking an orgo midterm.
(send good luck please–I need it)
Hi! I’m Amelia Whitcomb, and I’m a U1 Neuroscience student! I’m from York Beach,
Maine.
I sit on SSMU’s mental health committee, and I also work on a bunch of SUS
committees (Sci Games, Mental Health, and Finance to be exact!)
My office hours are weekly from 3-5pm in the AUS lounge (rip burnside basement). You
can also email me at sciencerep2@ssmu.ca, or message me on Google chats!

Portfolios:
President

- Published official science syllabus repository in collaboration with myself (Amelia)
- https://susmcgill.ca/science-syllabus-repository
- Great initiative–lots of prof responsiveness and hopefully students find it

useful
- Burnside Basement Renovations

- Major renovations are happening right now in the basement, which means
SUS doesn’t have a formal office. (thank you to AUS, who is kindly sharing
their lounge!)

- Hopefully it will be done next year, but who knows!
- Had our first SUS GC two weeks ago

- Discussions about collaborating with the Student Accessibility and
Achievement for NTCs

Academic
- Grad Fair!

- in collaboration with AUS Academics to put it on!
- November 17-18
- Hybrid event with a lot of schools already signed up!

- Committees are looking good–events to come!
Communications

- Committees running well
- Translated website to french
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External
- Science after hours at Gert’s every few weeks!
- Other committees in progress

Internal
- Science frosh was extremely successful–some froshies said that they “wished

they were in science” because of how much fun we had!
- Other committees are looking good

- Science games is going to be awesome this year
Finance

- Budget in progress, to be presented at the SUS GC on October 19th
Sustainability

- All committees moving smoothly
All around looking good! Please reach out if you have any questions, comments, or
concerns!
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Amelia Whitcomb
she/her/elle
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